Flexagon Instructions
A fun interactive homemade paper toy.

MATERIALS
• Printer paper or cardstock
• Scissors
• Glue
• Crayons/Colored pencils

Watch the Instructional Video at youtube.com/wastemanagement

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Print out the flexagon on the last page of these instructions.

2. Color the images on the template.

3. Cut around the edges of the template, keeping the “GLUE” and “END TAB” sections plain white.

4. Carefully and sharply fold along each dashed diagonal line.

5. Make five vertical folds, creating a crease between each top and bottom arrow.

6. Connect the end dots together while shaping the flexagon.

7. Add glue to tabs marked “END TAB” and carefully insert it into the opposite end of the flexagon then gently press together.

8. Add glue to tabs marked “END TAB” and gently press together.

9. Let glue dry for at least two minutes.

10. Have fun with your new WM flexagon! Congrats!
Flexagon